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The film stars Tom Cruise, Val Kilmer, Kevin Costner, and Jon Voight. The screenplay was written by Christopher Columbus and Martin Brest. The production was executive produced by Jerry Bruckheimer and David Puttnam. The screenplay won the Golden Globe Award for Best Screenplay. The original title for the film was Top Gun, but was changed to The Fighter in order to avoid a potential
conflict with the film The Fighter. Despite mixed reviews, Top Gun has become a classic. Plot Lieutenant Tony "Hollywood" Maverick is a Top Gun instructor at the U.S. Navy's Fighter Weapons School at Miramar. Each student pilot is known to Maverick by his call sign, but for the rest of the world, he's the legendary "Wild Weasel", a senior officer who teaches aerial combat to fighter pilots.
During the course of the story, the cadet pilots endure intense physical and psychological training. Most of the action takes place aboard the Top Gun fighter jet, the F-14 Tomcat. After flying the F-14 for eight hours, which is only a fraction of what a combat pilot must do to be considered "ace", Maverick and his cadets are assigned a mission. Cadet Vansen flies with Maverick to patrol a South
Pacific island off the coast of Japan, and is impressed with Maverick's flying abilities. However, he is reprimanded by Maverick for flying so close to the water. Maverick tells Vansen that he is from a navy that is willing to risk his life in order to have the best pilots, and will not be corrected by students. After their mission, the cadet pilots begin an intense practice session, known as "the Spike".
During the exercise, Maverick criticizes his students for their poor flying, which results in a heated argument between Maverick and Vansen. In a fit of rage, Maverick orders Vansen to be grounded, but Vansen ignores him. Vansen then goes in search of Maverick's aide, C.J., and finds him asleep in a lounge chair. Vansen shakes C.J. awake and then races to rejoin Maverick for the next mission.
Vansen is reprimanded again for the incident. On the next mission, Maverick is flying alongside another student pilot, Iceman. Iceman's wingman is prepared to fly the Top Gun jet, but he is unable to get the jet started and has to fly another 82157476af
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